Combining Sentences to Connect Thoughts

You have learned how to combine sentences by forming compound sentences and complex sentences. These structures are important for you to use when writing, as they add variety and help you to connect ideas.

**Example:** Joseph did not make the baseball team. He tried out for the football team. He is now the quarterback.

Since Joseph did not make the baseball team, he tried out for the football team, and he is now the quarterback.

Combine the related sentences to form one sentence.

Barak Obama is in his second term as president. Presidents can only serve two terms. Obama cannot run again for president.

We are not allowed to play the game if it is lightning. We have seen three lightning strikes. We have to call off the game.

Dolphins live in groups called pods. Dolphins are dedicated to the members of their pod. Dolphins will help each other if the pod is attacked or if one member is hurt.

I am involved in several activities after school. I need to be able to get in touch with my parents after school. I need a cell phone.

That dog is limping. He will not put weight onto his back right leg. We should take him to the vet.
Answers--Combining Sentences to Connect Thoughts

You have learned how to combine sentences by forming **compound sentences** and **complex sentences**. These structures are important for you to use when writing, as they add variety and help you to connect ideas.

**Example:** Joseph did not make the baseball team. He tried out for the football team. He is now the quarterback.

Since Joseph did not make the baseball team, he tried out for the football team, and he is now the quarterback.

Combine the related sentences to form one sentence.

**There is likely more than one way to combine the sentences appropriately.**

Barak Obama is in his second term as president. Presidents can only serve two terms. Obama cannot run again for president.

*Barak Obama is in his second term as president, and because presidents can only serve two terms, Obama cannot run again for president.*

We are not allowed to play the game if it is lightning. We have seen three lightning strikes. We have to call off the game.

*We have seen three lightning strikes, and we have to call off the game because we are not allowed to play the game if it is lightning.*

Dolphins live in groups called pods. Dolphins are dedicated to the members of their pod. Dolphins will help each other if the pod is attacked or if one member is hurt.

*Dolphins live in groups called pods, and because they are dedicated to the members of their pod, dolphins will help each other if the pod is attached or if one member is hurt.*

I am involved in several activities after school. I need to be able to get in touch with my parents after school. I need a cell phone.

*Because I am involved in several activities after school, I need a cell phone so I can get in touch with my parents after school.*

That dog is limping. He will not put weight onto his back right leg. We should take him to the vet.

*Since that dog is limping, we should take him to the vet because he will not put weight on his back right leg.*